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Tea Infuser - Small
Steel Ball

NFSBWW50

A ball shaped tea infuser that can be opened in two
halves, and closed after putting the tea leaves. The
infuser is put in the hot water for the required time and
taken out while tea leaves remain inside the ball. The tea
leaves in the infuser can be easily reused by repeating the
same process. Suitable for 1-2 cups of tea.

Diameter: 5.0cm,
Product weight : 15.8 g,
Material: Chain: Stainless Steel
grade 304, Ball: Wire Mesh both
sides

180

A ball shaped tea infuser that can be opened in two
halves, and closed after putting the tea leaves. The
infuser is put in the hot water for the required time and
taken out while tea leaves remain inside the ball. The tea
leaves in the infuser can be easily reused by repeating the
NFSBWW50B
same process. Suitable for 1-2 cups of tea. It has a kettle
shaped tag with Budwhite logo. The kettle shaped tag can
be provided without Budwhite logo, and customized logos
can be laser engraved. It is very popular as a corporate
gift.

Diameter: 5.0cm,
Product weight : 20 g,
Material: Chain: Stainless Steel
grade 304, Ball: Wire Mesh both
sides
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Diameter: 6.5cm,
Product weight : 18.6 g,
Material: Chain: Stainless Steel
grade 304, Ball: Wire Mesh both
sides

230

Diameter: 4.5cm,
Product weight : 14 g,
Material: Chain: Stainless Steel
grade 304, Ball: Wire Mesh on
one side and stainless steel
sheet grade 304 on other side
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Tea Infuser - Steel
Ball with Logo

MRP

Tea Infuser - Big
Steel Ball

NFSBWW65

A ball shaped tea infuser that can be opened in two
halves, and closed after putting the tea leaves. The
infuser is put in the hot water for the required time and
taken out while tea leaves remain inside the ball. The tea
leaves in the infuser can be easily reused by repeating the
same process. Suitable for 3-4 cups of tea.

Tea Infuser Hybrid Steel Ball

NFSBSW50

A ball shaped tea infuser that can be opened in two
halves, and closed after putting the tea leaves. The
infuser is put in the hot water for the required time and
taken out while tea leaves remain inside the ball. The tea
leaves in the infuser can be easily reused by repeating the
same process. Suitable for 1-2 cups of tea.

NFSHWW50

A convenient tea infuser in the shape of a ball attached
with a tong. The ball can be opened in two halves, and
closed after putting the tea leaves. The infuser is put in
the hot water for the required time and taken out while tea
leaves remain inside the ball. The tea leaves in the infuser
can be easily reused by repeating the same process.
Suitable for 1-2 cups of tea.

NFSHWW65

A convenient tea infuser in the shape of a ball attached
with a tong. The ball can be opened in two halves, and
closed after putting the tea leaves. The infuser is put in
the hot water for the required time and taken out while tea
leaves remain inside the ball. The tea leaves in the infuser
can be easily reused by repeating the same process.
Suitable for 3-4 cups of tea.

Product Size:18.5x6.5x5cm
Product weight : 28g
Material: Handle: Stainless
Steel grade 304, Ball: Wire
Mesh both sides
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NFSHSW50

A convenient tea infuser in the shape of a ball attached
with a tong. The ball can be opened in two halves, and
closed after putting the tea leaves. The infuser is put in
the hot water for the required time and taken out while tea
leaves remain inside the ball. The tea leaves in the infuser
can be easily reused by repeating the same process.
Suitable for 1-2 cups of tea.

Product Size: length 16cm
diameter of ball
5cm
Product weight :20 g
Material: Handle: Stainless
Steel grade 304, Ball: Wire
Mesh on one side and stainless
steel grade 304 sheet on other
side
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NFSCWW50

A convenient and stylish tea infuser in the shape of a ball
attached with a slip shaped handle. The ball can be
opened in two halves, and closed after putting the tea
leaves. The infuser is put in the hot water for the required
time and taken out while tea leaves remain inside the ball.
The tea leaves in the infuser can be easily reused by
repeating the same process. Suitable for 1-2 cups of tea.

NFSTNW

Most convenient and stylish telescopic shaped tea infuser
attached to the ball. The ball can be opened in two halves
by pressing a spring operated lever in the handle, and
closed after putting the tea leaves. The two halves move
axially away from each other, and don't easily get
damaged due to alignment issues. The infuser is put in
the hot water for the required time and taken out while tea
leaves remain inside the ball. The tea leaves in the infuser
can be easily reused by repeating the same process.
Suitable for one cup of tea.

Product Size:18x5x4cm
Product weight :33.5g
Material: stainless steel grade
304

NFSK50

A convenient and stylish kettle shaped tea infuser that can
be opened from the top and closed after putting the tea
leaves. The infuser is put in the hot water for the required
time and taken out while tea leaves remain inside the
infuser. The tea leaves in the infuser can be easily reused
by repeating the same process. Suitable for 1 cup of tea. It
goes very well as a gift also.

Product Size:
Body size：5x2.7x2.5
Plate diameter：5cm
Product weight : 23.3g
Material: stainless steel grade
304

Tea Infuser - Small
Steel Handle

Tea Infuser - Big
Steel Handle

Tea Infuser Hybrid Steel
Handle

Tea Infuser - Clip
Handle

Tea Infuser - Big
Steel Telescopic

Tea Infuser - Small
Steel Kettle

Product Size:15.5x4.5x3.5cm
Product weight : 20 g
Material: Handle: Stainless
Steel grade 304, Ball: Wire
Mesh both sides
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NFSK58

A convenient and stylish kettle shaped tea infuser that can
be opened from the top and closed after putting the tea
leaves. The infuser is put in the hot water for the required
time and taken out while tea leaves remain inside the
infuser. The tea leaves in the infuser can be easily reused
by repeating the same process. Suitable for 1 cup of tea. It
goes very well as a gift also.

NFSBSKT

Stainless Steel wire mesh infuser in the shape of a basket
that can be opened from the top and closed after putting
the tea leaves inside it. The infuser is put in the hot water
for the required time and taken out while tea leaves
remain inside the infuser. The tea leaves in the infuser can
be easily reused by repeating the same process. Suitable
for 1 cup of tea.

Tea Infuser - Steel
Cup Galvano
Cautery

NFSC81

A cup shaped tea infuser that can be put on most of the
teapots/kettles. Tea leaves are put in the cup. The water
level in the teapot/kettle should be enough so that tea
leaves in the infuser are immersed. The teapot/kettle can
be closed in the usual manner, The infuser is taken out
after the tea is brewed, while tea leaves remain inside the
infuser. The tea leaves in the infuser can be easily reused
by repeating the same process. Suitable for many cups of
tea depending upon the size of teapot/kettle.

Tea Infuser - Steel
Oval

NFSE55

An egg/capsule shaped tea infuser that can be opened
from the top, and closed after putting the tea leaves. The
Product Size:5.5x4x3.5cm
infuser is put in the hot water for the required time and
Product weight : 20.5g
taken out while tea leaves remain inside the ball. The tea
Material: stainless steel
leaves in the infuser can be easily reused by repeating the
same process. Suitable for 1-2 cups of tea.

Tea Infuser - Steel
Stick

NFSSTK

Stainless Steel cylinderical stick infuser that can be filled
Product Size: 17.8 x 1.9 cm,
with tea leaves. It has perforations towards the bottom
Product weight: 19.4g, Material:
thus allowing the infuser of tea. It can be opened from the
Stainless Steel grade 304
bottom to allow cleaning.

Tea Strainer Steel Swing

NFSSW

Tea strainer pivoted with a base unit that could be swung
on it's fulcrum to bring it over the tea pot/tea cup. The
base unit catches any falling tea drops after removing the
strainer from the tea pot/tea cup.

Product Size: 8.5 x 5.8 x 5.5
cm, Product weight: 26 g,
Material: Stainless Steel grade
304

Tea Strainer Steel Base

NFSSTR

An elegant tea strainer with its own base unit. Most
conventional and easy to use strainer.

Product Size: 10.2 x 7.2 x 2.7
cm, Product weight: 36g,
Material: Stainless Steel grade
304

Tea Infuser Tapered Kettle

Tea Infuser - Steel
Basket

Size: 6x5.5x3.5cm,
Product weight : 26.5g
Material: Stainless Steel grade
304

Galvano-Cautery stainless steel
grade 304
Diameter：8.1cm
height：6.9cm

Tea infuser - Steel
with Kettle Handle

NFSIK

A stylish tea infuser with a kettle shaped handle. The
infuser can be opened in two halves by rotating. The
infuser is put in the hot water for the required time and Product Size: 3.9 cm x 10.1 cm,
taken out while tea leaves remain inside the ball. The tea Product weight: 24.5g, Material:
leaves in the infuser can be easily reused by repeating the Stainless Steel grade 304
same process. Suitable for 1-2 cups of tea. It is a good
gifting option also.

Teabag Squeezer

TBSQ

It becomes clumsy to take out teabag from the cup as tea
Product Size: 12.2 cm x 3.4 cm,
drops may fall outside. This teabag squeezer enable you
Product weight:29.5g, Material:
to slightly squeeze teabag before taking it out. It adds a
Stainless Steel grade 304
delicate touch to tea making process.

Tea Infuser Brass Telescopic

NFBT18

A convenient, elegant and stylish telescopic shaped tea
infuser attached to the ball. The ball can be opened in two
halves by pressing a spring operated lever in the handle,
and closed after putting the tea leaves. The infuser is put
in the hot water for the required time and taken out while
tea leaves remain inside the ball. The tea leaves in the
infuser can be easily reused by repeating the same
process. Suitable for 1-2 cups of tea.

Product Size: 18x4.5x4 cm
Product Weight: 51.2g
Material: Brass with Nickel and
Silver polish

Tea Infuser Brass Telescopic
with Stand

NFBST18

A convenient, elegant and stylish telescopic shaped tea
infuser attached to the ball. The ball can be opened in two
halves by pressing a spring operated lever in the handle,
and closed after putting the tea leaves. The infuser is put
in the hot water for the required time and taken out while
tea leaves remain inside the ball. The tea leaves in the
infuser can be easily reused by repeating the same
process. The infuser comes with a stand to hang it such
that any tea drops fall in a cup which is part of the stand.
Suitable for 1-2 cups of tea. A popular gifting option also.

Infuser Size: 18x4.5x3cm
Weight: 125g
Material: Brass with Nickel and
Silver polish
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NFBSW

Strainer Size: 6 cm diameter,
Base Unit Size: 6.5 cm
Tea strainer pivoted with a base unit that could be swung
diameter, Handle length 8.5 cm,
on it's fulcrum to bring it over the tea pot/tea cup. The
Height: 6 cm
base unit catches any falling tea drops after removing the
Weight: 112 g
strainer from the tea pot/tea cup.
Material: Brass with Nickel and
Silver polish

660

NFBCS

A cup shaped tea infuser that can be put on most of the
teapots/kettles. It comes with a base stand. Tea leaves are
put in the cup. The water level in the teapot/kettle should
be enough so that tea leaves in the infuser are immersed.
The teapot/kettle can be closed in the usual manner, The
infuser is taken out after the tea is brewed, while tea
leaves remain inside the infuser. The tea leaves in the
infuser can be easily reused by repeating the same
process. Suitable for many cups of tea depending upon
the size of teapot/kettle.

Infuser top diameter: 8 cm,
Height: 10 cm
Infuser Weight: 48 g, Stand
Weight: 83 g
Material: Brass with Nickel and
Silver polish
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NFCAR500

This tea infuser/maker in the shape of a jug with a cup
shaped in-built strainer as shown in the photograph. Tea
leaves are put in the strainer along with hot water. After
the tea is brewed, a knob on the lid is pressed to transfer Borosilicate Glass, 500 CC, 12
the tea from strainer to the jug. The tea leaves are
cm x 8.8 cm x 16.2 cm
retained in the strainer and can be easily re-used for
subsequent brewing. The tea infuser/maker is suitable for
1-2 persons/tea-cups at a time.

625

NFCAR300

This tea infuser/maker in the shape of a jug with a cup
shaped in-built strainer as shown in the photograph. Tea
leaves are put in the strainer along with hot water. After
the tea is brewed, a knob on the lid is pressed to transfer Borosilicate Glass, 500 CC,
the tea from strainer to the jug. The tea leaves are
10.3 cm x 9 cm x 12.8 cm
retained in the strainer and can be easily re-used for
subsequent brewing. The tea infuser/maker is suitable for
1-2 persons/tea-cups at a time.

400

NFCAR800

This tea infuser/maker in the shape of a jug with a cup
shaped in-built strainer as shown in the photograph. Tea
leaves are put in the strainer along with hot water. After
Glass with higher resistance to
the tea is brewed, a knob on the lid is pressed to transfer
breakage, 650 CC, 120 cm x
the tea from strainer to the jug. The tea leaves are
100 cm x 175 cm
retained in the strainer and can be easily re-used for
subsequent brewing. The tea infuser/maker is suitable for
2 persons/tea-cups at a time.
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Glass pot with
infuser - 1050 CC

PG1050

An elegant teapot made of stainless steel and glass to
provide visibility while making the teapot strong. Tea is
filled in the wire mesh infuser, and immersed in hot water
in the kettle. Suitable for 4 cups.

High quality glass and base,
handle and cap made of
Stainless Steel grade 304, 1050
ml, 15.7 cm x 14.8 cm x 12 cm

1180

Glass pot with
infuser - 800 CC

PG800

An elegant teapot made of stainless steel and glass to
provide visibility while making the teapot strong. Tea is
filled in the wire mesh infuser, and immersed in hot water
in the kettle. Suitable for 3 cups.

High quality glass and base,
handle and cap made of
Stainless Steel grade 304, 800
ml, 14.8 cm x 13.5 cm x 11.4 cm
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Tea Infuser Brass Swing

Tea Infuser Brass Cup with
Stand

Tea Carafe - 500
CC

Tea Carafe - 300
CC

Tea Carafe

Double Wall Glass
BDG350
Bottle with Infuser

Wooden Tea Timer
- 2 Mins

Wooden Tea Timer
- Big

Brass Tea Timer 2 Mins

Ceramic Kettle
Miniature

TMW1

TMW2

TMB1

KTRM

Double wall Borosilicate glass bottle with tea filter at the
top. Tea leaves are filled in the filter, and hot water poured
in the bottle. Double wall keeps your tea warmer for a
longer time. Also, unlike other tea bottles where tea
infuser is at the bottom and tea leaves are left immersed
in the water all the time resulting in bitter tea, this is a
good design where tea leaves are at the top where you
can easily control the infusion time.

Timers are used to ensure tea is brewed for the right
duration. These timers bring a classical touch to tea
making experience. Top and bottom plates are made of
wood, and the supporting columns are made of brass.

Timers are used to ensure tea is brewed for the right
duration. These timers bring a classical touch to tea
making experience. Top and bottom plates are made of
wood, and the supporting columns are made of brass.

Timers are used to ensure tea is brewed for the right
duration. These timers bring a classical touch to tea
making experience. Top and bottom plates and the
supporting columns are made of brass.

Borosilicate Double Wall Glass,
Stainless Steel 304, 350 mL,
Diameter: 6.6 cm, Height: 23
cms, Box size 8.2 cm x 8.2 cm x
26 cm

6 cm diameter x 9.5 cm height.
Weight: 72g, Wooden with brass
vertical rods

1280

340

2 Minute

7.8 cm diameter x 13 cm height.
Weight: 167g, Wooden with
brass vertical rods.

450

2 - 5 Minute

2 Minute
5 Minute

A miniature of kettle made of ceramic which can be used 5.3 cm wide, 3.5 cm height,
as a show piece by tea lovers, of in a key chain.
Weight: 23g, Ceramics

450
580

140

Wooden spoon, that goes well with loose tin packs, and
also in wooden boxes containing loose tea packs.

11 cm long, 3.2 cm spoon
diameter, Weight: 10 g,
Sheesham Wood, Brass grip.

120

Spoon - Brass and
Nickel with
SPBW
wooden handle

Brass spoon with stylish wooden handle. A good tea
accessory to go as part of a tea based gift pack.

12.5 cm long, 3 cm spoon
diameter, Weight: 15g, Wooden
handle, Brass spoon and grip
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Spoon - Brass and
SPB1
Nickel

Brass spoon polished with Nickel. A good tea accessory to 11 cm long, 3 cm spoon
go with loose tin packs as well as part of a tea based gift diameter, Weight: 20g, Brass
pack.
polished with Nickel,

160

Spoon - Brass and
SPB2
Nickel

Brass spoon polished with Nickel. A good tea accessory to 8.2 cm long, 3.6 cm spoon
go with loose tin packs as well as part of a tea based gift diameter, Weight: 18g, Brass
pack.
polished with Nickel
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Spoon - Brass
with Kettle shaped SPB3
Handle

Brass spoon, which can be polished with Nickel also. A
good tea accessory to go with loose tin packs as well as
part of a tea based gift pack.

9 cm long, 3.6 cm spoon
diameter, Weight: 28g, Brass

140

Spoon - Brass
with Leaf Handle

SPB4

Brass spoon, which can be polished with Nickel also. A
good tea accessory to go with loose tin packs as well as
part of a tea based gift pack.

8.5 cm long, 3.5 cm spoon
diameter, Weight 30g, Brass

140

Brass Cup Plate

CPB1

A set of cup and plate made of Brass and polished with
Nickel and Silver to provide a rich and elegant look.It can
be used as a decorative item, and goest well as part of a
tea based gift pack.

10.3 cm plate diameter at
edges, 7.3 cm cup diameter at
top edge,5.0 cm cup height,
Weight: 176g, Brass polished
with Nickel and Silver
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Spoon - Wooden

SPW1

